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Company ethics? Is it any of our business? 

In recent years many multinational corporations have 

faced the wrath of the public, regarding the exploitation 

and high jinks of their dodgy policies. The image of 

Greenpeace activists boarding and taking control of 

Shell’s Brent Spar platform will forever live in our minds. 

The oil giant was in the headlines later the same year 

when their shady dealings with the tyrannical regime in 

Nigeria came to the surface. Nestle’ wasn’t far behind with its aggressive marketing 

campaign, promoting formula milk to new mothers in poverty-stricken countries. Drug 

companies have also jumped on the bandwagon, claiming the monopoly in the multi-

million pharmaceutical business, denying impoverished sufferers of HIV and other life 

threatening illnesses access to life saving drugs. 

So, I hear you say, what are we supposed to do about the 

situation? Do we have to care? Is it a case of “out of sight, 

out of mind”? For the most part, that is true. The 

corporations immersed in the muddy swamps of tax 

evasion and profits claim that their policies are ethically 

pristine. Their only interest being the good of their profit margin. So, where does that leave 

the factory shop worker, whose pay and working conditions fall far short of the poverty 

line. Does he have a voice? And if he has, are the corporations listening? Probably not.  

The World Summit on Sustainable Development has pointed out that multinational 

companies have destroyed the plan to alleviate global poverty. Maybe it’s time to get away 

from the term “ethical”. What we should focus on is sustainable development as a way to 

ensure the respect of human rights, to save the environment… and ultimately the planet… 

It’s a tall order, one which corporations must take on board. We’re running out of time, 

the clock is ticking…
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MEET OUR PRESIDENT OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY 

 

 

 

 

 

NIKI PARASKEVOPOULOU 

PRESIDENT OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY 

How did you feel when you were chosen to be President of the 

General Assembly?  

When I received the Secretariat results, I started screaming loudly. Very loudly. 

I immediately called my best friends. When I said it out loud, I started crying for 

an hour. It was one of the happiest moments of my life. The feeling was similar 

with the one I had when I was selected as a student officer for the first time. I 

knew it was the beginning of a new, different, stressful, but wonderful 

experience. 

What do you enjoy most about your job as PGA? 

Presiding during the Official Ceremonies and the General Assembly is not only 

an honor but truly an immense pleasure. I thought I would be anxious, but I am 

actually extremely happy because I have the unique opportunity to address all 

delegates. When I see their faces, I feel as if I see myself seating among them 

two years ago, remembering how much I wanted to seat up there. It is like a 

dream come true.
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COMMITTEE REPORTS 

GA1 – SHOWS LOTS OF PROMISE 

On the last day of GA1, the topic that was debated on 

was the use of artificial intelligence in warfare. Plenty 

of opinions were expressed on this topic. Some 

delegations, such as Saudi Arabia and Estonia were 

against the resolution as a whole, due to the fact that 

technological development would possibly be interrupted. However, other 

delegates, like Syria and Bulgaria were in favor of this resolution. What are they 

finally going to decide? 

GA2 

On the third day in the GA2, the delegates debated on 

the topic of corporate accountability in less 

economically developed countries. The delegation of 

France stood out and mentioned the respect of 

human rights and the protection of the environment, 

in order to stabilize the global economy. We must raise the level of awareness 

and stimulate new business not just from the public, but also the private sector, 

in order to prevent financial crises. The next crisis may already be brewing. Are 

you ready to act when it strikes?  

GA3 

Today the GA3 committee discussed about 

The Consequences of Economic Crises on 

Human Rights. Numerous delegates strongly 

supported the resolution. Many of the 

representatives actively participated during 

the debate, but the delegates of Cyprus, USA 

and UK stood out for their countries.
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EU – SUDDEN CRISIS 

On the last day of the EU Council of Ministers the 

question of integrating into an even closer Union 

was debated. Suddenly a crisis about Ireland 

leaving the EU occurred resulting into the 

delegates lobbying and afterwards debating on 

this important issue. What happened? Better ask 

them to find the answer! 

GA4 

The Special, Political and Decolonization 

Committee turned upside down this morning 

during the debate on the crisis that occurred. The 

first clause submitted by Canada, suggesting that 

the part of Kosovo which has more Serbian 

citizens should go under the political control of 

Serbia, didn’t pass by a narrow margin. Nonetheless, the second clause passed 

since no one was willing to deliver a speech against it. Finally, the resolution as 

a whole passed with ease since the overriding majority voted in favor of it. 

G20   

Today’s debate on the G20 committee is 

revolving around international trade, and 

an important word to remember from today’s 

discussion is “compromise”. The collision of 

protectionist policies and the establishment of 

free international trade is the main concern of 

each delegation. “We are here to compromise in order to achieve international 

trade”, said the delegate of Saudi Arabia, who continued by emphasizing that 

the country’s economic development couldn’t have been achieved without the 

switch to a free trade policy. 
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YOUTH ASSEMBLY – PROMISING A LOT 

The delegates of the Youth Assembly had a 

plenary session this morning. The 

participants represented countries and not 

themselves, so as to see how a normal 

committee works. They debated on the 

improvement of the educational system 

and formed alliances concerning this topic. 

Norway and its allies were willing to improve the system, whereas Myanmar 

was not willing to invest a big amount of money on such an action. 

SECURITY COUNCIL 

Today another crisis took place in the 

Security Council. Near the borders of 

Georgia and Ossetia, a fighter plane 

crashed! Russia supports that the Georgian 

military shot the plane down during its air 

training exercise. The pilot was killed, but 

the co-pilot is in the hospital. At the same 

time the upheaval between South Ossetia and Georgia was on fire because of 

the previous events such as the suspension of Russian flights to Georgia, the 

verbal attack on Putin and the alleged Russian cyber-attack against Georgia. 

The Russian Minister of Defense demanded an apology and reparations. The 

Georgians denied any involvement saying that the plane violated the airspace 

of Georgia…Germany is now on the side of Georgia, while France requested a 

Security Council meeting. 
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Have you ever seen a dpga who can ice-skate? 

 

 

 

 

KATERINA SAPANIDOU 

DEPUTY PRESIDENT OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY 

How did you feel when you were chosen to be Deputy President of 

the General Assembly?  

It was early in the morning, I felt numb. 

Describe your position in one word 

Predictable 

What’s the best thing about MUN conferences? What makes it so 

special in your view? 

The before and after 

If you got the chance to swap lives with a famous figure, who would 

you choose? 

Walt Disney!
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CUTE MOMENTS WE  CAPTURED 
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The baby turned 1 – our mums said 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Elli 
Mantziou 

Organiser 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Maria 
Deliporanidou 

Organiser 

What is DSTMUN for you? 

Something that has shaped me. The DSTMUN has directly influenced 

my life in more than one areas. 

If you could describe DSTMUN with one word, what would that be? 

A life-changing experience Bonding 

What would a world populated by clones of you be like? 

Very anxious, most of the time well-

organized, maybe sometimes chaotic 

but always fabulous. 

It sounds like an appealing idea 

however I think that I would get on 

my own nerves. However if someone 

knows how to do that, give me a call. 

Do you believe that MUN conferences have an ending point? 

The conference itself may have but 

the things you take away with you 

after the closing ceremony stay with 

you for a lifetime. 

No, in my opinion an MUN 

conference does not have an ending 

point because the lessons that you 

get in MUN conferences usually stay 

with you for a lifetime. 
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Lunchtime - Leftovers? 

Unfortunately not all the food is consumed by 

the participants of the conference.  However, 

not a single crumb is wasted since all remaining 

meals are given to the breadline of “Agios 

Minas”. 

 

THE UNSUNG HEROES 

HEAD OF TECHNICAL STAFF 

Thank you Mr. Chartofilis (Paperguard)! 

WE OWE YOU! ♡♡♡  

 

THE ONES WHO TRULY IMPRESSED US WITH THEIR STYLING 

 

 

 

 

BEST 

DRESSED 
 

       DELEGATE OF ITALY – GA2  NIKITAS KALLITIS – SECURITY STAFF 
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The (under) press(ure) team 
 

HEAD OF PRESS ATHINA DIAMANTOPOULOU 

CO-HEAD OF PRESS ALEXIA PAPAGERMANOU 

JOURNALISTS PHOTOGRAPHERS 

EVA ZANNI ANNA MANIOU 

DIMITRIS CHATZIMAVROUDIS CHRISTINA MONACOU 

MAGDA MAKRI DIMOSTHENIS SAVVIDIS 

MARIALENA LIAPI GIANNIS BIROS 

VICKY KOUSIOTA MANOLIS NTELOPOULOS 

IOANNA TARASIDOU OLGA GOULI 

 VICTORIA MEIMARIDOU 

 VANGELIS ANGELOPOULOS 

 EVELINA KOKKONI 

 LEYTERIS VOZIKOGLOU 

 MARIA KYNIKLI 

 


